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TLNO/TLCO ratio is not the end of the road

To the Editor:

As our team analysed in detail the physiological meaning of the transfer factor of the lung for nitric oxide

(TLNO)/transfer factor of the lung for carbon monoxide (TLCO) ratio [1], it seems interesting to extend the

analysis to patients. This has been done elegantly by HUGHES and VAN DER LEE [2]. This ratio, which has the

advantage of simplicity, nevertheless has some disadvantages. 1) In a given cohort of homogenous patients,

values are widely scattered and a given value cannot, therefore, be used as a strong predictor of a disease. For

example, pulmonary hypertension patients have, as a mean, higher TLNO/TLCO than healthy controls;

however, a normal value does not exclude the disease. 2) The interpretation of an alteration in this ratio

always makes allusions to capillary lung volume (Vc) and membrane conductance for carbon monoxide

(DmCO) variables, which stand behind this ratio. So why don’t we used these variables directly? The answer

is well known: we do not know the right values of the carbon monoxide and nitric oxide conductance of

haemoglobin (specific conductance (h)), which are necessary to the calculation of Vc and Dm. However,

although we thought in 1987 that the conductance for nitric oxide could be taken as infinite [3], we have

since changed our minds, as, at that time, we used the recommended carbon monoxide specific

conductance of ROUGHTON and FORSTER [4], which was incorrect, as explained later by FORSTER [5]. The

work of BORLAND et al. [6] added experimental arguments leading us to consider that the conductance of

nitric oxide has a finite value.

What are the right values for hNO and hCO. Following the in vitro work of CARLSEN and COMROE [7], hNO is

4.5 mmHg?min-1 and the FORSTER [5] recommended value for hCO in normoxia is 0.58 mmHg?min-1, the

ratio of these conductances (hNO/hCO) would be 7.7. It can be demonstrated using the ROUGHTON and

FORSTER [4] equation for the two gases that the TLNO/TLCO ratio cannot be greater than hNO/hCO, i.e. 7.7

[8]. As the upper normal value of TLNO/TLCO reaches approximately 5.5–6.0 in most reports [2, 9], a hNO

value ,4.5 or a hCO value .0.58 are unlikely as they would lead to a decrease in hNO/hCO to ,7.7. It could

be suggested that both conductances might be lower than these in vitro values; however, it seems highly

unlikely that both in vitro values were overestimated, and no published hCO value is ,0.58 mmHg?min-1 in

normoxia. Interestingly, using the aforementioned hNO/hCO leads to increased Dm [8], reaching the

morphometric value of WEIBEL et al. [10]. This reasoning has sharp consequences for the interpretation of

both TLCO and TLNO as, if the hNO/hCO value of 7.7 is confirmed, it would lead us to consider that TLCO is

mainly dependent on Vc, as TLNO would be equally dependent on Dm and Vc. Thus, TLCO would appear to

be a vascular marker and TLNO would be the only marker sensitive to membrane alterations.

TLNO/TLCO ratio appears to be a step in our knowledge of diffusion, not the end: the road is still open.
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Doxycycline in lymphangioleiomyomatosis:
not all questions are answered

To the Editor:

We read with interest the article by CHANG et al. [1], which demonstrated doxycycline to have no effect on

pulmonary function tests (PFTs) and is unlikely to have a potential benefit in lymphangioleiomyomatosis

(LAM). An increase in metalloproteinases (MMPs) is considered one of the pathways involved in the

pathogenesis of cystic lung destruction in LAM. As a result, doxycycline, a MMP inhibitor, may represent a

potential therapeutic target [2–6].

One factor that could have determined a lack of effect on PFTs in the present study was that patients with

LAM, treated with doxycycline, had moderate impairment in PFTs when compared with those receiving

placebo, which had mild impairment. A recent nonrandomised study from our group has already suggested

that patients who would most benefit with doxycycline are those with mild functional impairment [7].

Moreover, the small number of patients included may have limited the results in the present study.

From our previously published study [7], we re-evaluated the effect of the use of doxycycline (100

mg?day-1) in 24 patients for 3 years on PFTs. Baseline mean¡SD forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)

and diffusion capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (DLCO) were 2.30¡0.67 L (81¡21% pred) and

18¡6.6 mL?min-1?mmHg-1 (69¡23% pred), respectively. After 3 years, there was a significant reduction in

FEV1 (2.09¡0.71 L; p,0.001) and in DLCO (15.8¡6.2 mL?min-1?mmHg-1; p50.04). Rate of decline in

FEV1 in 3 years was -73 mL?year-1. The majority of patients (n520; 83%) showed a decrease in FEV1. From

the 13 patients that had a stabilisation of or an increase in FEV1 after receiving doxycycline for 1 year, 11

patients continued follow-up and showed a reduction in FEV1 after three years (group stabilisation/

increase). From 18 patients that showed a reduction in FEV1 in the first year, 13 continued follow-up and

demonstrated the same tendency after 3 years (group decrease), figure 1.

The annual rate of decline in FEV1 in the present study was slightly greater (-90 mL in the placebo group

and -123 mL in the doxycycline group) compared with that observed in the re-evaluation performed by our

group (-73 mL in patients that received doxycycline) and with that identified in the study of Taveira-

DaSilva and colleagues (-75 mL) [1, 8]. Can we assign a greater decline in FEV1 identified in the doxycycline

group in the present study to a greater impairment in baseline pulmonary function? We believe that there is

still no response to this question.

Although doxycycline reduces the levels of MMPs in patients with LAM, we also agree with the authors that

based on these recent studies the potential mechanism of action of doxycycline in LAM may be independent

of the blockade of MMPs [1, 2, 6, 7].
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